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Appear Networks and Dutch Rail (NS)
Business Problem

Dutch Rail (NS) engaged Appear to design and 
implement a context-aware wireless solution to ensure 
its 10,000 mobile employees could access travel 
information, reporting tools and other business-critical 
applications when and where they needed it. The 
mobile solution also had to support the next 
generation of networks and applications for its 
personnel.

Business Solution

The NS Desktop, based on the Appear Context 
Engine, allows frontline employees to automatically 
sign in/out at specific “home” stations and receive 
context-specific information when entering a Wi-Fi 
enabled station. The Appear Synchronization Module 
automates the complex synchronization process 
between the user devices and the back office. 

Process Real-time data 

Users Dutch Rail frontline staff

Hardware Pocket PC’s
Software Appear Context-Aware Engine

Location Netherlands

Background

Dutch Rail (NS) operates one of the busiest rail 

networks in the world. With more than 385 full-service 

railway stations throughout the Netherlands, the 

company’s 25,000 employees facilitate approximately 

one million passenger journeys per day. To provide as

reliable and customer-friendly service as possible it is 

important that staff have access to the most accurate 

and up-to-date information available. 

Solution

An advanced distributed architecture using Cisco end-

to-end WLAN infrastructure provides high speed 

connectivity to a fleet of 10,000 Wi-Fi enabled Pocket 

PCs. The NS Desktop, based on the Appear Context 

Engine, enables the push and synchronization of 

personalized real-time information over the wireless 

network to the employees’ handheld devices. 

Whenever the user enters or moves between 

authorized wireless zones, the Appear software 

dynamically reacts to their situation and context -

taking account of their job role, current task and 

location. The system also provides document 

management facilities, including version control and 

release management for both uploaded and 

downloaded files. The complex synchronization 

required for this is performed automatically and again 

uses context to personalise the service. Context is 

also used by a device lockdown feature, which 

removes unwanted applications, and processes that 

do not fit an employees profile. This provides some 

protection from unauthorised use or misuse of the 

mobile devices.

Benefits

 Ensures that employees receive relevant prompts. 

E.g. Ticket collectors receive prompts to update 

information once a certain number of fines have 

been collected.

 Ensures that train drivers receive critical 

information relevant to their specific journeys such 

as speed limits prior to boarding the train.

 Ensures that synchronisation occurs automatically 

when new information is available, for example 

changes in shift rosters, journey information or 

security reports.

 Ensures that employees can only sign in and out 

at a specified “home” station.

 Improves employee efficiency by 25 minutes per 

day per employee, saving an estimated EUR 8 

million per year.
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Further details can be obtained from:

Sharika Fernando info@comitproject.org.uk
COMIT Projects Limited www.comitproject.org.uk
Old Bracknell Lane West
Bracknell
Berks. RG12 7AH


